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Christ, by means of His church, sent a shepherd to a flock of sheep with the command “feed my 

sheep.” Each Lord’s day the shepherd faithfully led the sheep to the green pastures to feed. The 

shepherd had been carefully trained to discern grass that would nourish God’s sheep from the grass and 

weeds that would make them sick and die. He had been warned not to give in to the natural appetite of 

sheep for the sweet weeds and grass that were laden with poison. 

As the shepherd observed the sheep each day, he began to notice some strange behavior. Having led 

the sheep into a lush green pasture, some sheep would simply lie down in the grass and doze all the day 

long while the others ate hungrily. The sheep were very friendly, and complimented the shepherd each 

day on the fine pastures. When asked why they did not eat, the sheep replied “nothing is wrong, we get 

what we want, everything is just fine.” 

In the evening, the sheep that did not eat, wandered off into the shadows and began devouring the 

sweet grass that grew in the shade and the poisonous weeds that crept up through the rocks. Alarmed, 

the shepherd warned the wayward sheep of the danger and admonished them to eat the grass in the 

pastures. When they complained that the grass was too old and tough, the shepherd was careful to bring 

them to tender grass where the younger sheep fed. Each day and night, the shepherd prayed to the Great 

Shepherd who alone filled His sheep with desire for the good pastures. 

One or two of these sheep were restored to a healthy appetite, but the rest began to distance 

themselves from the shepherd. They tried to hide in the tall grass, they lay out near the edge of the 

flock, and some left the pastures at noon to go their own way. Again the shepherd brought sharp 

rebukes, “do not sleep in the grass that you must eat in order to live! You will die if you continue in 

your ways!” The rest of the flock huddled more closely together with these sharp words and ate the 

more hungrily, but the sleepy sheep only snorted in disgust. 

As the sheep got up to wander off into the shadows, the shepherd blocked them with his staff. 

Again he asked, “Why do you refuse to eat the good grass of the pastures? You eat that which the goats 

desire. Your behavior is that of the goats.” With that, their eyes narrowed and their whole appearance 

did become much more goat-like as they spat out the words, “Who are you to decide what we must eat? 

The grass to which you lead us is tough and tasteless. When we eat it, it makes us sleepy. You are to 

blame. We have belonged to the flock all our lives, nothing we have eaten has ever harmed us; leave us 

alone.”  

Such words cut to the heart and soul of the shepherd. These members of the flock would certainly 

die unless all available means were applied to their salvation. He explained carefully that the Great 

Shepherd alone determines what brings life and death for the sheep. He showed from God’s Word that 

the Great Shepherd gives to certain men the ability and the authority to lead His sheep to green 

pastures. “On the basis of God’s Word alone,” declared the shepherd, “I admonish you to go to the 

pastures and eat, or you will die.” 

Some of these continued on their way. They joined other flocks nearby whose shepherd did not 

bother over the weeds and sweet grass. These shepherds led sheep to the weed-filled pastures where 

God’s sheep were thin and the sheep-like goats were satisfied and content. They told the sheep about 

the Great Shepherd, but let them decide which grass to eat. Others left the sheepfolds altogether and 

joined the goats to gorge themselves with every green thing under the sun. 

Those that remained with the flock began to challenge the authority and ability of the shepherd to 

lead them into green pastures. “You are a sheep just like us,” they charged with a goat-like voice. “You 

are not perfect. The pastures to which you lead us are often tainted with weeds. We will pick and 

choose what we want to eat, just don’t tell us we need to eat it all. After all, the Good Shepherd did 



send His Spirit to give us an appetite for what is good. Sometimes what is good for one sheep is not 

good for another.” 

This philosophy grew in popularity within the flock. Many who lived with guilt for their daily 

snack of weeds now relaxed in the false notion that the prohibition of the shepherd was merely his own 

interpretation. Those who swallowed hard the strong doctrinal grasses were relieved to pass it by if 

they chose. But soon many became weak and sickly. Only after sincere repentance, prayer, and 

instruction from the shepherd did these become strong again. 

The strong healthy sheep did not blindly follow their shepherd, they knew that his voice was the 

voice of the Great Shepherd Himself. They understood the truth of God’s Word that the shepherd is 

given the ability and the authority to speak the words of Christ. They understood that this was the way 

in which the Great Shepherd determined to feed His sheep while absent from us in His human nature. 

The shepherd was not telling them about the Great Shepherd and giving his advice about which 

pastures the Great Shepherd would want them to feed upon. When the shepherd spoke, they heard 

Christ speak. “My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me.” (John 10:27) 

It is true, Christ himself spoke the words of the above quoted text, but it must also be applied to the 

ministers today. If Christ ceases to lead His sheep and call them to green pastures today, the sheep 

would be scattered. Romans 10:14,15 makes clear that the shepherd is used today to speak the actual 

words of Christ. The Authorized Version of the Bible we use reads “How shall they believe in him of 

whom they have not heard.” But there is no Greek word in the original for the preposition “of’ that is 

found in the AV. The original reads “How shall they believe in him whom they have not heard?” The 

idea is, we can not believe unless we hear the voice of Christ. It is not enough just to hear about Christ. 

We will not believe unless Christ speaks to us and we are given ears to hear it. 

It is also true that Christ sends His Spirit, the Holy Spirit, into the hearts of His sheep to guide 

them. This does not mean, however, that each sheep is its own shepherd. Neither are the sheep led by 

an inner voice that speaks to their heart. Christ sends the Holy Spirit so that the sheep can distinguish 

the real voice of the shepherd, not find their own grass. 

If we do not believe that Christ speaks to us through the preacher, then we are without a shepherd 

and lost. We will not feel any urgency to listen attentively to the preaching. We will feel free to pick 

and choose what we want to hear. We will soon grow sick spiritually and die. If we do not hear the 

voice of Christ in our pastor, we will wander to our own destruction. 

A faithful shepherd is responsible for the welfare of the sheep. Those wandering must be brought 

back with every available means. The preaching must be used to draw the sheep back. Ceaseless 

admonitions and visits from the elders must be used to draw them back. If nothing works, they may not 

be left to wander among the flock and die there, but must be cast out from the flock with the hope that 

God will use this means to open deaf ears and blind eyes. 

Let us pray for our pastors that they may be diligent and faithful shepherds. Let us give thanks to 

God for giving us faithful shepherds. ❖ 
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